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This is the first step when one hand joins another or just a couple of fingers with a bit of
warmth in each.  And with a lot on the lips, the big question.
If it is just the warmth of your hands, what would you exchange and give for it? The miracle
of love, a starry horizon, sweet kisses, a sinful moan… your disobedient curls, lazy morn-
ings, a smile on your face and when you never want to be left alone… a look of passion,
face to face, a warm embrace, an engagement gift… your feelings hidden in your heart, a
single golden ring.

recepcia@jmf.sk, Tel.: 037/7777 555, 7777 504-506, Fax: 037/7777 556

Getting engaged at the castle

Choose the perfect romantic moment for your engagement:

•Your ring hidden in a cup of delicious champagne (served to the lady)
(included in the price)

•During dinner the cook puts your ring in the desert (served to the lady)
(included in the price)

•The busboy brings the lady a bouquet of roses during dinner 25,00 EUR

•A private evening only for you two in the Castle courtyard, at dusk in candlelight, with the 
sound of water from the fountain, this is the perfect romantic moment for you

15,00 EUR

•A romantic coach ride in the English Garden is the perfect moment to show your feelings
50,00 EUR

•After a very good dinner, a room full of rose petals will be waiting for you, and in dim candle
light with a bottle of excellent champagne, chilled only for you… at the moment when 
romance is the only thing in the air 10,00 EUR

What we offer: 

•Luxurious night for two in our suite   �� 
•Two-course lunch for two                      ��������������������� 
•Museum tour                                        ��������������������������������������� 
•Romantic tour for two                       ���������������������� 
•Bottle of excellent champagne                                  ��������������������������������� 
•Your choice of how to get engaged
•Breakfast in the privacy of your suite         ����

Total price: 210 EUR (+ price for how you choose the romantic moment to come)


